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There is nothing like the smell of Santeria. It is a distinct smell that
jolts me into my body the second I find myself enveloped in it: one
that suggests cleanliness—in every respect—but with a little magic
mixed in.
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continued from cover
Not easily reproduced, you won’t find it anywhere
but homes or other places, such as my botanica—a
Santeria supply store—where regular orisha worship
happens. It is the intoxicating blend of lavenderscented Fabuloso All-Purpose Cleaner, stale cigar
smoke (used for various offerings to our dead and
these African gods), burning candle wax, and subtle,
earthy hints of animal sacrifice from the past, offered
for the sake of continued prosperity, spiritual
protection, and other vital blessings from the divine.
You won’t find it anywhere else. No, it is not
common fare, much like the smell of ozone
immediately after a lightning strike: it is a right time,
right place kind of thing. But why wax nostalgic
(besides the fact that my own home hasn’t smelled
like that for a long time)? It will be Dia de Los
Muertos tomorrow and there is much work to do.
My boveda has gone neglected for months
now, squatting in my cramped dining room, cold and
lifeless like the spirits it was erected to appease. A
thick layer of dust has powdered the picture frames of
my dearly departed, making their rectangular glasses
dulled and cloudy. I look at the faces of my maternal
and paternal grandparents and find that details that
were once fine have phased into each other, as if
viewed through a thin curtain of gauze: I can’t clearly
see them and they—likely—can hardly see me. That
is how it feels, anyway. The white tablecloth is dingy,
yellowed and stained from months of occasional
sprinklings of agua de florida cologne and errant
flakes of cigar ash. The water glasses (nine of them to
be exact—one large brandy snifter and four pairs of
others in decreasing sizes) seem almost opaque now,
with their contents having long evaporated, leaving
behind striated bands of hard mineral and chlorine,
plus the occasional dead fly, whose selfless sacrifice
was likely not met with much appreciation by my
dead Aunt Minne or Popo Estringel, my mother’s
father. Various religious statues call for immediate
attention with frozen countenances that glare,
annoyed that my Swiffer hasn’t seen the light of day

for some weeks. Then there is the funky,
asymmetrical glass jar on the back right-corner that I
use to collect their change. The dead love money
(especially mine). This fact has always suggested to
me that hunger—in all shapes and forms—lingers,
even after the final curtain closes. Makes sense, if you
think about it. We gorge ourselves on life, cleave to it
when we feel it slip away, and then after we die we…
The statues—mostly Catholic saints—each
have their own specific meaning and purpose on my
boveda. St. Lazarus provides protection from illness.
St. Teresa keeps death at bay. St. Michael and The
Sacred Heart of Jesus, which are significantly larger
than the other figures, are prominent, flanking either
side of the spiritual table, drawing energies of
protection and mercy in and out. It’s these two things
I find myself increasingly in need of these days. At
the back of the table, there is a repurposed hutch from
an old secretary desk with eight cubbies of varying
sizes, where nine silver, metallic ceramic skulls
reside. They represent my egun, those who have
passed on. They usually shine quite brightly in the
warm yellow glow of the dining room’s hanging light
fixture, but they look tarnished as of late. The eye
sockets alone still glisten as if wet with tears,
pleading for attention. A large resin crucifix rests in
the half-full, murky water glass that rests in the center
of the altar. It sounds sacrilegious, but it isn’t, as
placing it so calls upon heavenly power to help
control the spirits that are attracted to the shrine,
allowing positive ones to do what they need to do for
my well-being, while keeping the negative ones
tightly leashed.
Some smaller, but equally important, fetishes
also haunt the altar space, representing spirit guides of
mine: African warriors and wise women, a golden
bust of an Egyptian sarcophagus, a Native American
boy playing a drum, and four steel Hands of Fatima
that recently made their way into the mix after a
rather nasty spirit settled into my house last year—for
a month or so—and created all kinds of chaos and
havoc, tormenting me with nightmares—not to
mention a ton of bad luck—and my dogs with
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physical attacks, ultimately resulting in one of them,
Argyle, being inexplicably and permanently crippled.
Various accents, which I have collected over the
years, also add to the ache of the boveda: a multicolored beaded offering bowl, strands of similarly
patterned Czech glass beads, a brass censer atop a
wooden base for incenses, a pentacle and athame
(from my Wicca days), a deck of Rider-Waite tarot
cards in a green velvet pouch with a silver dollar
inside, and a giant rosary—more appropriate to hang
on a wall, actually—made of large wooden beads,
dyed red and rose-scented. Looking at all of it in its
diminished grandeur, I am reminded of how much I
have asked my egun for over the years and can’t help
but feel a little ashamed of my non-committal,
reactive attitude toward their veneration, as well as
their regular care and feeding.
This year’s Dia will be different. It has to be.
It’s going to take more than a refreshed boveda and
fresh flowers to fix what is going wrong in my life
right now; a bowl of fruit and some seven-day candles
just won’t cut it. Business at the botanica is slow,
money is beyond tight, and all my plans seem to fall
apart before they can even get started. The nightmares
have come back, and the dogs grow more anxious
every day, ready to jump out of their skins at the
slightest startle. My madrina, an old Cuban woman
well into her seventies that brought me into the
religion and orisha priesthood, told me last night that
we all have a spiritual army at our disposal— our
ancestors, who desperately want to help us in times of
need. She said with enough faith one could command
legions of them to do one’s bidding, using as little as
a few puffs of cigar smoke and a glass of water.
While a powerful statement, that isn’t how things roll
for me. Her prescription for what ails me was far from
that simple. “This year, your muertos need to eat, and
eat well! They need strength to help you and you need
a lot of help,” she said. “When they are happy, you
will be happy. When they are not, you won’t be,
either.” She searched my eyes for a twinge of panic,
and they didn’t fail her. I knew—right then and there
—what she meant. It made my stomach drop straight
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down into my Jockeys. That feeling may have very
well dissuaded me from going through with tonight’s
festivities, if things weren’t so dire at present.
Eyebale is a messy business, regardless of how

This year’s Dia will be
different.
smooth one is with their knife (blood sacrifice always
is, which is why I have always had such a distaste for
it. Thank God I only do birds). Regardless, my egun
eat tonight at midnight. I give thanks to my egun
tonight at midnight. I—hopefully—change things
around tonight at midnight. What else can you do
when blood wants blood?

David Estringel is an avid reader, poet, and writer of
fiction, creative non-fiction, & essays. His work has
been accepted and/or published by Specter Magazine,
Literary Juice, Foliate Oak Magazine, Terror House
Magazine, Expat Press, 50 Haikus, littledeathlit,
Down in the Dirt Magazine, Route 7 Review, Setu
Bilingual Journal, Paper Trains Literary Journal,
The Elixir Magazine, Soft Cartel, Harbinger Asylum,
Briars Lit, Open Arts Forum, Cajun Mutt Press,
Former People Journal, The Ugly Writers, Writ in
Dust, Cephalopress, Twist in Time, Merak Magazine,
Salt Water Soul, Cherry House Press, Subterranean
Blue Poetry, Printed Words, Sunflower Sutras, Tulip
Tree Publishing, Salt, PPP Ezine, Digging through
the Fat, Haiku Journal, Foxhole Magazine, The Basil
O’Flaherty, Three Line Poetry, Agony Opera,
Channillo, and The Good Men Project. He is
currently a Contributing Editor (fiction) at Red Fez,
Lead Editor/columnist at The Good Men Project, an
editor/writer at The Elixir Magazine, and columnist
at Channillo. David can be found on Twitter
(@The_Booky_Man) and his website at http://
davidaestringel.com.

First Words
by Kira MagCalen
She was a math test I hadn’t studied for.
The baby stared back at me, equally
perplexed. I smiled weakly, hoping she’d accept it
and look away, but her expression didn't change. I
glanced around the room. There were five or six other
patients waiting, scattered around on various chairs
and all practicing different ways to ignore each other.
Phones are the most popular diversions these days. In
this waiting room, phones claimed three of them, their
thumbs jerking mindlessly upward against their
screens. I imagined they were little moles, buried in
their blue-screen tunnels, searching for something, or
nothing in particular, but driven desperately towards
the search either way.
One woman wearing a drab green sweater
with cats on the shoulders had pushed her aquiline
nose deep into a magazine. Judging by the dog eared
edges, the magazine had spent more days in this
office than the glaring baby had spent on Earth.
Everyone else was doing an impressive job
keeping to themselves. They weren't going to be
judged by this infant. I tried glancing ahead, but I
kept staring at the bridge of the Sweater Lady's nose.
Look left, and there was a fish tank with no
discernible life in it, only plastic plants and figurines.
Look right, and it was the baby all over again. I was
trapped.
There was no noise in the room, the only
instrument playing was the vacuous hum of an air
conditioner. I glanced back to the infant and her smug
eyes. She had not stopped studying me, like I was a
piece of modern art, simultaneously both very
important and very dull. I leaned forward and then
back and cleared my throat.
"Excuse me," I asked cautiously, "Does
anyone know whose baby this is?"
My words, even in the softest tone, punctured
the air like I'd driven a knife through the heart of
courteous silence. They all shifted, looking at me
incredulously. One of the three phone moles popped

her head up, a goth girl with big glasses. She looked
at me with almost as much discrimination as the baby.
"It's not yours?"
I swallowed hard, taken aback a little. Hadn’t
she seen me walk in alone? "What? No."

"Does anyone know
whose baby this is?"
She shrugged and went back into her phone. I
looked awkwardly to the remaining faces for help, but
they seemed to have latched onto the goth girl's words
and glanced back to me expectantly. I scoffed. "It's
not mine!"
"Why would you be sitting next to a baby if it
wasn't yours?" A thin man asked. He was gaunt with
hair wisping around his head, tenuously attached to
his shining scalp. Before I could further contemplate
his male pattern baldness, I realized how good his
point was.
There were so few of us in the waiting room. I
could have sat anywhere. Why would I pick the seat
next to this scowling baby? I simply hadn't thought
about it. I stared at him, dumbfounded by how
profoundly he'd just fucked my mind.
"I didn't...It's not mine," I repeated. I looked
back to the baby, whose look of concern and study
was beginning to turn glassy with tears. She sniffed,
grabbing her left sock and staring at me. I saw the
tensed, crumpled line of her mouth expand, gaping
open moments before the wail.
"Shh, shh, shh! Don't cry!" I hissed,
comfortingly as I could, my eyes darting back and
forth between her and the other now irate patients in
the room. I rocked her baby carrier gently with one
finger. No more than that. I only wanted her to shut
up, not to prove she belonged to me. I was still
hesitant to touch her. She wasn't mine. "Don't cry,
baby, don't cry."
A creak of the big wooden door that kept the
doctors guarded from us. A woman in scrubs printed
with cartoon dogs poked out. "Mr. Summers?"
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I raised my hand and stood up just as the
infant started to scream. Sweater Lady's eyes
widened. "You're not really going to leave her here,
are you?"
"It's not my baby!" I insisted again. I looked to
the nurse pleadingly. "Can you please tell them?
Where is this girl's mother?"
The Nurse looked at me rigidly and without
offering any help. I laughed a little in disbelief. "You
can't really..."
She wasn't even looking at me. Her neck
craned to focus her gaze on the wailing baby. "It's not
safe to leave an infant unattended, Mr. Summers."
"No shit, that's why I didn't..." I trailed off,
looking around. I tried to meet the eyes of anyone else
but their gazes all skittered away like roaches
retreating into darkness.
"Hopefully she's too young to remember this,”
Sweater Lady murmured.
"Well, this is a shoddy attempt to avoid child
support if I ever saw one," The man with wispy hair
murmured back. They locked eyes and smiled at each
other with nervous approval. Friendships were being
forged over the assassination of my character.
"It's not my baby!" I repeated, but as the
words.
"If you don't come back now, Mr. Summers,"
The nurse said to me pointedly, "I'm going to have to
move on to the next patient.”
I shook my head, looking back to the group of
judgmental pricks I had been waiting with.
Bewildered, I walked back to the little girl,
who saw me and smiled. I picked up her carrier and
walked into the back corridor towards the office, my
heart pounding. I felt hot and cold, a thousand shaky
feet tall. My arms were trembling like unsteady cables
of a bridge in the wind. I could barely feel the weight
of the carrier as we walked into the stale yellow room.
I set the baby down on the chair and took a seat on the
exam table, the paper crinkling as I scooted on. The
nurse smiled at me reassuringly.
"The doctor will be here in just a few
minutes," She said warmly. She walked over to my
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baby and leaned in, a broad smile on her face. "What
a gorgeous girl! Yes you are!"
The baby, the stranger I was now in charge of,
giggled the sweet, melodious giggle of something that
had never been hurt before. A giggle that only babies
can have, and certainly not the middle aged men who
for no reason now have to raise them. The nurse
slipped out, careful to shut the door slowly so it didn't
make a loud noise. There we sat, man and baby. Our
eyes were locked again, only she no longer looked
perplexed.
She had a sparkle in her eyes. Her entire head
was enveloped by a huge smile. She giggled
ecstatically as she grabbed her foot, coyly shifting to
look at me over her shoulder. From her gurgling,
toothless gums came her first word, the one that
would hold me prisoner for the next 18 years.
"Gotcha!"

Kira MagKalen is a comedian, artist, and writer out
of Denver, Colorado. Currently, she is working on
her first novel and produces turbulentflow.online.

Vinny, Tony, and Gus

gabagool!

Vinny samples the local flora.

Gus gets cozy.

L to R: Vinny, Tony, and Gus get some treats.
Photos by Brice Maiurro.
Want to get your cat featured? Email us at cherrymagazinelovesyou@gmail.com.

I Tried to Juice my Fruit Dehydrator
and Caused a Temporal Anomaly
that Broke the Universe
by David S. Atkinson

"Literary Orphans," and more. His writing website is
http://davidsatkinsonwriting.com/.

You know what the trouble is with a story? I
get it, you have to read each and every word and then
have to put them all together. Can you believe it?
Who does that? There has to be a better way…and
there is!
The new Collins Readadevice uses the camera
on your cell phone to scan text, decode it using the
patented "words-a-recognizer" technology, and then
speaks them to you. It's that easy! All you have to do
is figure out what the words add up to. It's only seven
payments of nineteen ninety-five.
But…you actually have to listen to all the
words spoken by your new Collins Readadevice and
figure out what they mean? Can you believe it? Who
does that? There has to be a better way…and there is!
The revolutionary Redfield
Comprehensamodule uses the speaker on your cell
phone to detect words read aloud by your new Collins
Readadevice and analyzes, understands, and
appreciates the literary merit behind the text via
cutting edge "English comprehensatron" mechanisms.
It's that easy! You don't even need to be involved.
Just set the two devices going and let the cultural
appreciation begin! It's only ten easy payments of
twenty-nine ninety-five. Void where prohibited, and
in Brooklyn. Call now!
However, don't you hate having to actually
call now? Can you believe it? Who does that? There
has to be a better way…
David S. Atkinson is the author of books such as
"Roses are Red, Violets are Stealing Loose Change
from my Pockets While I Sleep," "Apocalypse All the
Time," and the Nebraska book award winning "Not
Quite so Stories." He is a Prose Assistant Editor for
"Digging Through The Fat" and his writing appears
in "Spelk," "Jellyfish Review," “Thrice Fiction,"
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Atkinson gets a selfie with Lil’ Bub. Photo
courtesy of David S. Atkinson.

Robbing Moonlight
by DJ Lincks
“Hurry up, we’re burnin’ daylight! You know
what they say, early bird gets the lesser jail sentence!”
Jon and Robby had been at it for months, meticulously
arranging every minute detail to their lackluster
standards. Each coffee-stained napkin covered with
navy blue ink was about to fulfill its purpose. Blue
bullet points would be replaced with leaded ones.
“Christ Almighty. How much you think they
got in there?” Robby asked, reviewing the obituary for
the thirteenth time. ‘Grieving widow says final
goodbye to her husband, Dr. Mare, founder of H.M.
Pharmaceuticals, the second-largest pharmaceutical
company in the United States.’
“At least $40,000 worth. Forty thousand
dollars at least, don’t ya think Jonny?” Jon hears
Robby when he chooses to. His usually solemn face
scrunched, callusing. He hated being called ‘Jonny.’
The past two years had been spent hopping
trains with hobos and pseudo gutter punks, hitching
rides from one barren city to the next. They were tired
of their boots filling with the sharp desert sand of the
southwest. They were tired of running.
“For fucksake Jonny, I wish you’d say at least
two god damned words to me.” Jon looked at Robby,
and saw only desolate waves of pale blue oceans that
resided in his eyes. They must have been beautiful
when he was a child, Jon thought. Bright and full,
filled with so much life.
The only things the two had in common were
an inability to cope with society, and their matted,
brown, unruly hair. Robby had only spoken to Jon
once about what his life was like before the cell,
though they never shared the same one.
“Some days, the good ones, pa would pretend
to go to work. He’d leave at 9:00 am sharp every day,
and return at 5:00 pm. Full eight hours. He’d really
just go to the pub for a beer. Ma never worked, could
never get a job for some reason. She was always
walking. Sometimes, she’d take me with. We’d go
everywhere: through the park, through the

neighborhoods, through the schools. Hell, we’d even
walk to the zoo,” Robby took a deep breath.
“Couldn’t go in, never had enough cash. But there
was a spot just outside the west end parking lot,
sometimes you could see the giraffes poking their
head over the fence. Those sons of bitches had the
funniest lookin’ tongues, like black worms. They
always looked real sad though. We’d come home to
my pa throwing plates and yellin’. He wanted our
neighbors to think we was rich. Like every kid’s
dream, I buried them.”
Jon’s own father had given him a hunting
knife for his seventh birthday. “You know, Jonny boy,
one day you’re gonna be a man.” Tonight it was part
of their arsenal, along with two 9mm pistols, ebony
ski masks, white latex gloves, and duffel bags.
It was just before midnight, and the moon’s
luminescence filled what seemed to be an infinite
opaque void.
“What if we robbed the moon? That’d really
be somethin’,” Jon spoke for the first time in days.
“She’d be ours, we wouldn’t need to run anymore.”
“The hell are you talkin’ about? C’mon, we
gotta get moving,” replied Robby.
The two made their way over the marble wall,
stumbling on the way down as they caught their
footing. They stopped just before reaching the house,
ducking in a nearby boxwood shrub. It had three
floors, each coated in marble swirls. Four white pillars
upheld its roof, and even in the dark you could make
out flecks of gold mixed into the marble. Inside, calfbound books lined decadent shelves.
The lights were on.
Jon was still focused on the moon.
“How can something so bright cast so much
sadness? You know each dark spot is called a ‘mare’
because early astronomers thought they were bodies
of water?” Jon said.
“Enough about the god damned moon
already!” replied Robby.
They inched toward the house.
“The things you think are precious, I’ll never
understand,” Jon whispered.
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They climbed the balcony to the second floor
where two small lamps were emitting a faint light.
Inching their way on a stone ledge, they arrived at the
glass door.
A woman smoking a cigarette and drinking a
cabernet could be seen in plain sight. She was wearing
a Louis Vuitton robe of maroon silk. The widow. She
was subtly beautiful, with lines of despair carved
across her once-gentle face.
Her presence was like the moon, casting the air
with an ethereal and ominous light. It projected a far
brighter ray than any synthetic lamp could ever
provide. Gentle keys of Chopin’s Nocturne op. 9
could be heard from a Shinola turntable.
One foot at a time, Jon entered first, sliding the
glass slowly. Stepping on the oak hardwood floor, he
recalled warping the wood with spilled orange juice.
Jon was taken back: Sundays with his mother, sun and
freshly cut grass, church doors shutting, the sounds of
Debussy, spilled wine, broken glass.
A mellifluous and symphonic distant dream,
that soon turned into a blood red cacophony.
Passionate ruby pearls of iron splattered the wall.
Chopin paused. Jon pulled the knife from his mother’s
ribcage.
His dear mother. His poor dear mother. They
never should have left him, but they never could have
loved him. An unwanted byproduct of everything they
were. To them, he was merely a waste of stardust and
carbon.
Police sirens could be heard in the near
distance. Jon stepped outside onto the balcony and
looked at the moon, wiping the blood from his knife
on this shirt.
“Wouldn’t that be somethin’?”
DJ Lincks discovered writing as a means of cathartic
relief in her freshman year while studying at Front
Range Community College in Westminster, Colorado,
where she enrolled in numerous creative writing
classes. After graduating from Front Range, she
decided to continue her education at Metropolitan
State University, where she declared an English
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major, with a concentration on Creative Writing. In
the future, she hopes to pursue a Masters degree in
Creative Writing in order to teach at a collegiate
level, while continuing to write and publish content.
Through her writing, DJ hopes to explore the trials
that the human psyche can endure and the beauty
which it can recognize.

Willow gazes into your soul.

Katie and Friends

Sun-loving Katie.

Ruby in all her glory.

Ready to go!
Photos by Rachael Ikins.

Want to get your cat featured?
Email us at cherrymagazinelovesyou@gmail.com.

Hot Mustard
by Brice Maiurro
I walked down the way to my neighborhood
McDonald’s, like I did every day. It wasn’t too far. I
was very lucky to live within walking distance of the
burger establishment. The day was nice enough. A bit
hot, but there was a cool breeze catching in the trees
of late summer. It seemed as if the heavens were
smiling down upon me.
I walked into the McDonald’s and saw people
all around me. Some were smiling as they ingested
their reasonably priced burgers but some of them
looked less than happy. I walked to the counter where
Jim, a nice young man who regularly helped me with
my daily transaction, smiled at me and said, “Hey Al,
how are you doing today? Welcome to McDonald’s.”
“Thanks, Jim. I’ll just have my usual.”
“A Big Mac combo?”
“Yeah, super-sized.”
“Well, Al, we don’t do super-sized anymore,
but I can make it a large for you?”
“Large is fine,” I said, “I just really like saying
‘super-sized.’”
Jim took my five dollar bill and exact change
and gave me my receipt which I crumpled and put in
my pocket.
“Here’s your cup, Al.”
“Thanks Jim,” I said, snatching the cup from
his hand. I went over to the soft drink dispenser and
filled my cup with very light ice and 48 ounces of ice
cold Coca-Cola. I grabbed a large lid and a straw. I
unwrapped half of the straw and then, blowing into
the straw, shot the other half of the wrapper into the
trash. From there, I went back over to the lobby and
waited, my arms crossed, for my burger and fresh
French fries.
I watched a lady and her son gather their food
as they called out her order. She got a chicken wrap
with a large French fry and her son had gotten a happy
meal with chicken nuggets. The woman guided her
son to a booth and they began to eat.
A skinny man who had rung up just as I had
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entered the McDonald’s came up to gather his four
Spicy McChicken Sandwiches. I was marveled that
such a skinny guy could eat so much food!
Then I heard them call my order out. BIG
MAC AND LARGE FRENCH FRY? I went to gather
my lunch and said to the lady behind the counter,
“Excuse me, miss? Can I get some hot
mustard to dip my French fries in?”
The woman looked at me sadly with a smirk.
“You know, I’m very sorry, but we don’t have hot
mustard sauce any longer. They discontinued it.”
“What?” I said, “There must be some sort of
mistake. You see, I get hot mustard sauce everyday to
dip my fries into. Are you sure you’re not just out?”
“Yeah, I’m sorry, sir. We simply don’t have it
anymore.”
Her voice sounded slower each second. I could
hear my heart thumping in my ears and my hands
shaking. A great red rage began to overcome me as
the woman behind the counter looked at me, her eyes
filled with terror.
“You have to have some back there
somewhere.”
“I’m really very sorry, sir. We are all out.”
“You can’t be all out!” I yelled, “You just
can’t be!”
“I could get you some barbecue sauce, sir?
The French fries are very good in barbecue sauce?”
“I don’t want the barbecue sauce! I want the
hot mustard sauce! I come here every day!”
It was then the anger overtook me. I threw my
tray of food behind the counter and screamed
ferociously as a coffee pot was shaken off the counter
and crashed onto the floor.
“I want my hot mustard!” I yelled again,
punching my fist into the Coca-Cola drink machine
and knocking over the lids and straws, the salt and
pepper and the little packets of ketchup. Some people
began heading for the door, as others out on the patio
looked on in intrigue. I could feel their eyes on me as
great globs of sweat began pouring down my face.
“I come here every day!”

A manager came out from behind the counter,
his hands out in front of him. “Sir, I’m very sorry, but
I’m going to need you to calm down. You are being
out of line. I’m sure we can solve this in a rational
manner or I’m going to have to ask you to leave.”
“ALL I WANT IS MY HOT MUSTARD FOR
MY FRENCH FRIES! THAT’S ALL I WANT!”
I felt my hand curl up into a stone fist and saw
myself swinging at the manager. Next thing I knew he
was out cold, as the rest of the restaurant emptied out.
I began flipping tables. I threw a chair through
the window where there was an ad for a new burger
sandwich. I could see the red in my fists. I jumped
over the counter and shouted my demands again to
them employees. I grabbed a teenaged employee by
the red polo and demanded that he find me hot
mustard. I threw him down and he crawled out the
drive-through window in fear for his life.
“HOT MUSTARD!” I said. “I COME HERE
EVERY DAY!” I said, throwing the deep fryer onto
the floor as cornered employees screamed in terror.
“I DESERVE HOT MUSTARD!” I said. “I
NEED HOT MUSTARD!”
I pulled the drawers of burgers out, I swiped
the mess off the counter as I lumbered closer and
closer to the cornered workers.
“It’s not our fault!” they said to me, but I knew
better than that. They worked for McDonald’s. They
were McDonald’s. They were keeping the hot mustard
all for themselves. They looked at me like I was the
devil himself, but I knew I was in the right here. The
customer is always right. I yelled it at them.
“The customer is always right!” I yelled. I was
a hero, standing up for my rights. You can’t just give
someone something they love then take it away from
them. That’s not fair! I advanced even closer, my
breaths ugly and harsh now on their faces.
“Please don’t hurt us,” one brave employee
said desperately, from under their McDonald’s
employee visor. “Here, here’s a coupon for a free Big
Mac combo.”
“Oh, that would be great,” I said, taking the
coupon. I turned and stepped over the broken glass

and puddles of hot oil, exiting the McDonald’s. The
day really was nice enough. A bit hot, but there was a
cool breeze catching in the trees of late summer.
Maybe tomorrow I would go back and try the Sweet
and Sour sauce.

Brice Maiurro is a poet and writer from Denver,
Colorado. His second collection of poems, Hero
Victim Villain, is available now through Stubborn
Mule Press: https://stubbornmulepress.bigcartel.com/
product/hero-victim-villain. He is the Editor-In-Chief
of South Broadway Ghost Society and the Poetry
Editor of Suspect Press. He lives with Boo Bear, a
purely evil cat who he loves immensely.
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